Flower Essences for
our animal friends.

WHY FLOWER ESSENCES FOR ANIMALS?
Animals love Green Hope Farm Flower Essences and readily embrace their gifts.
Because animals experience the world through an energetic filter, they read and respond to the energies of everyperson, animal, place, or circumstance they encounter. As animals read the unique energies and electrical patterns of everything in their world, they are affected by these energies. Negative
energies such as anxiety, anger, or the electrical dissonance of the modern world have electrical
patterns that can leave animals feeling anxious, out of balance, or ill. In contrast, the postive electrical
patterns of our Flower Essences help animals to improve their health and emotional well-being.

ANIMAL EMERGENCY CARE
An animal’s electrical system is greatly
challenged by any situation of trauma,
shock, stress, or emergency medical situation. The resulting fear, panic, or other
adrenalized states can hinder an animal’s
ability to receive the full benefits of any
healing support. This remedy helps calm
and stabilize an animal’s electrical system
so the animal can better receive and process any healing on offer. In addition, this
remedy brings its own healing wisdom
to the situation. It is excellent to use
frequently at the time of any emergency
situation, but also offers much support
during an ongoing illness.

Animals recognize the good energies of Flower Essences and know exactly how to use them to
improve their health and energetic balance. They do this by replicating the positive electrical patterns
of the Flower Essences in their own electrical systems. This tuning process comes as naturally to
animals as eating or sleeping.

WHY FLOWERS?
Every Flower holds a specific electrical pattern indicating how the Flower successfully solved its
evolutionary challenges of adaptation, natural selection, health, and radiant self-expression. This
electrical pattern is the wisdom of the Flower, an electrical record of everything the Flower has
learned during its evolutionary journey.
The electrical patterns of Flowers offer animals excellent problem solving data because Flowers and
animals face many of the same evolutionary challenges. In the wild, animals naturally gravitate to
specific Flowers to learn from their electrical patterns. Domesticated animals do not have the same
freedom to seek out Flowers in their environments that will help them. They need to get the Flowers’
healing data in a different way. This is where Green Hope Farm Flower Essences comes in.

WHY GREEN HOPE FARM FLOWER ESSENCES?
Green Hope Farm Flower Essences offer a way to bring the healing energy of Flowers to any
animal no matter where it lives. Our Flower Essences are the problem solving electrical patterns
of Flowers, stabilized in our red shiso herbal base. They offer the energetic healing wisdom of
Flowers, but do not contain any plant material. They are not chemical and will not change body
chemistry. Instead, they offer healing electrical information for animals to copy in order to make
their own adjustments in their health and energetic well-being.
Our tried and true Green Hope Farm Animal Wellness Collection Flower Essence remedies address common difficulties animals face. Each remedy contains the healing energies of the Flowers
we know help with these specific difficulties.
Why are we so confident our Flower Essences will help the animals in your life? For over twenty
years we have searched the world for Flowers that have mastered the challenges that animals
face. In sharing our remedies made from these Flowers with hundreds of thousands of animals,
we have learned which Flower Essences offer the most helpful electrical road maps for animals.
These are the Flower Essences we use in our remedies.
When you offer the animals in your life our Animal Wellness Collection Flower Essence combination mixes, you can rest assured that you have given them the fine-tuned healing support of
many helpful Flowers.
As you read through the following descriptions of our Animal Wellness Collection, please know
these remedies offer wonderful support for people as well as animals. Do not hesitate to use them
for yourself!

ABANDONMENT & ABUSE
This remedy is helpful for rescue animals
or any animal that has been through an
experience of trauma, abuse, or abandonment. Even years after being rescued and
placed in a wonderful home, an animal
may have emotional scars that can be
healed and behaviors that can be released
through work with this remedy. Emotional
scars and behavioral issues unwound and
released by this remedy include post-traumatic stress, terror at being handled, loner
behavior, socialization issues, depression,
odd phobias, cringing, and hiding.

Arrowhead, Borage, California Poppy, Chinese
Hat Plant, Coltsfoot, Comfrey, Corn, Dandelion,
Eggplant, Feverfew, Golden Areca Palm, Goldenrod, Hardhack, Lauriana Rose, Maple, Orange,
Queen Anne’s Lace, Red Clover, Red Rugosa Rose,
Scarlet Runner Bean, Self Heal, Shrimp Plant, St.
John’s Wort, Sweet William, Trillium, True Wood
Sorrel, Turnera, White Yarrow, Zucchini

Blackberry, Borage, Butterfly Garden, Carouby de
Maussane Pea, Comfrey, Corn, Crab Apple, Dandelion, Dill, Epimedium, Eyes of Mary, Honeybees in
the White Hawthorn, Honeysuckle, Hyssop, Joe Pye
Weed, Lavender, Logan’s Force of Truth, Maltese
Cross, Meadowsweet, Mustard, Peach, Pennyroyal,
Pink Tecoma, Red Chestnut, Red Hibiscus, Spruce,
Sweet Pea, Trillium, White Bleeding Heart, White
Hibiscus, Witch Hazel

“The Animal Essences are amazing,
especially the Abandonment & Abuse,
almost all rescue dogs can benefit from
this one.” - S.R., Vestal, NY

“Animal Emergency Care. Love this one.
It has brought puppies that needed
intensive care back to life. The most
important Essence that we use.”
- C.V., Eastford, CT

ANXIETY

DIGESTIVE WOES

This remedy helps to ease and release
anxiety-based behaviors including but not
limited to nervous habits, anxious or obsessive behaviors such as excessive licking
or feather picking, fear of people or being
handled, phobias, confused thinking, fear
of loud noises including thunderstorms,
anxiety during car travel, and overactive
watchdog behavior including pacing. This
is our most popular remedy.

This remedy supports the digestive tract
and addresses chronic conditions, illness,
and problems with digestion and flow. It
also works to promote the overall health
of the gastrointestinal system and related
organs including the liver.

The Arbor Garden, Aspen, Blue Vervain, Borage,
Broccoli, Chamomile, Coral Pink Rose, Comfrey,
Crab Apple, Dandelion, Feverfew, Honeybees in the
White Hawthorn, Joe Pye Weed, Lavender, Lemon,
Logan’s Force of Truth, Mustard, Mutabilis Rose,
Old Blush China Rose, Pennyroyal, Pink Tecoma,
Queen Anne’s Lace, Red Chestnut, Red Rugosa
Rose, Scarlet Runner Bean, St. John’s Wort, Trillium, White Yarrow

“Indeed Spring is just around the corner
here. But with the beautiful forsythia,
jonquils and Bradford pears comes the
dreaded thunderstorms that terrorize 3 of
my 4 pups. At the first rumble of thunder,
I give my fearful ones a couple drops
of Anxiety and literally within minutes
they calm down and even sleep. I never
thought I’d get to enjoy the rainy days
again but now I can.”
- J.S., Birmingham, AL

Aloe Ciliaris, Aloe Vera, Avocado, Blackberry,
Comfrey, Coral Aloe, Dandelion, Goldenrod,
Hepatica, Larkspur, Loquat, Jasmine, Jewelweed,
Old Blush China Rose, Sago Palm, Screw Pine,
Shrimp Plant

BREATHE

CARETAKER

This remedy supports the health and
well-being of the pulmonary and upper
respiratory systems. Consider this
remedy for all conditions of the lungs,
eyes, ears, nose, and throat―including
allergic situations, respiratory infections,
and all breathing difficulties.

This remedy offers support to people and
animals in caretaking roles. It nourishes
empathy and unconditional love in caregiving relationships, increases intuitive
communication, restores joy and enthusiasm in selfless service, and supports a
balance of giving and receiving.

Abutilon, Blackberry, Borage, Cosmos, Eyebright,
French Marigold, Goldenrod, Graniana Rose,
Grapefruit, Jasmine, Jewelweed, Lemon, Lungwort,
Nasturtium, Plume Poppy, Screw Pine, Sea
Campion, Sea Purslane, Small Woodland Orchid,
Snapdragon, Swamp Candles, White Nicotiana

Agrippina Rose, Calendula, Cochineal Cactus,
Dombeya Wallichii, Eyes of Mary, Goldenrod,
Hawthorn, Honeybees in the White Hawthorn, Joe
Pye Weed, Mehera, Orange Marigold, Osteospermum, Peach, Pepple Pincushion, Pink Lady’s
Slipper, Pink Tecoma, Pink Yarrow from the Cliffs
of Moher, Red Chestnut, Red Mangrove, Rosa
Banksia, Rose a Parfum de l’Hay, Ruby Gold
Orchid, Spider Lily, St. Francis Water, White
Chestnut, Wild Thrift, Winter Solstice in the Shaker
Feast Grounds

“This past Monday my cat, Stanley, died
just 12 days shy of his 21st birthday. I am so
grateful to all of you at Green Hope Farm
because I know Stanley’s life and quality
of life was extended probably five years
by your flower essences. While I will miss
him terribly, I can’t regret one moment of
his life or death.” (Stanley took Breathe,
Flow Free, Digestive Woes, Anxiety, and
Senior Citizen over the years.)
- L.T., San Antonio, TX

“Thank you so very much for all that your
essences have assisted us with from
settling into a new home, to dealing with
all the pressures of planning a wedding, to
the loss of a parent and most recently
helping a new kitty join our family.”
- S.F., Petaluma, CA

“Digestive Woes is wonderful. I had been
battling soft or loose stools with my dogs
for ages. After a week on the Digestive
Woes all is normal.”
- K.N., Flagler Beach, FL
“Digestive Woes has been the only
thing that has kept my cat from
vomiting after she eats.”
- C.H., Tallahassee, FL
“Thank you all- The “girls” (2 dogs) are
already calmer and all pets (2 dogs & 2
cats) are drinking much more water as
I put drops in all the water bowls!”
- S.W., Nashville, TN

FLEE FREE

HEALTHY COAT

It is our experience that an animal with
good electrical vitality naturally rebuffs
pests. We believe the best way to support an animal to be pest free is to help
increase the animal’s electrical vitality.
This remedy helps improve the electrical
vitality of an animal so that the animal’s
electrical field rebuffs pests including fleas
and ticks. It can be used to strengthen
an animal’s electrical system when under
attack from pests. It can also be taken
routinely to keep an animal’s electrical
system strong and capable of easily
keeping pests at bay.

This remedy offers support for healthy
skin and fur. It encourages healthy,
luxurious fur growth. It helps with
conditions of the skin or coat
including hot spots, rashes, skin
sensitivities, infections, allergic situations,
and wound healing. Healthy Coat also
supports the healing process for all raw,
inflamed, or reactive tissue internally as
well as externally.

Amaryllis, Blackberry, Broccoli, Chives, Crab
Apple, Dandelion, Darrell’s Fleabane, Echinacea,
Eggplant, The Eight Garden, Fleabane, Jack in
the Pulpit, Jewelweed, Larkspur, Lavender, Lemon,
Lilac, Maple, Nasturtium, Pennyroyal, Old Blush
China Rose, Radish, Red Clover, Self Heal, St.
John’s Wort, Sunflower, Sweet William, Teasel,
Thistle, Titan, Trillium, Tomato, White Yarrow,
Wintergreen

“My dogs (can) hardly wait to receive their
essences. When I tell them it’s time, they
come right over and sit patiently, waiting for
me to put a few drops in their mouths…My
yard is infested with fleas. Flee Free helps
keep me and my dogs from being the same.
Thank you for creating such a wonderful,
gentle product that I can use with peace of
mind and love and without hesitation.”
- A.M., Malaga, NJ

GRIEF & LOSS

FLOW FREE
One of the most effective and versatile
remedies in our entire collection, Flow
Free helps to move energy that is stuck.
In the physical body, it helps with issues
of flow in the nervous system, urinary
tract, digestive tract, lymphatic system,
and circulatory system. Flow Free also
helps an animal move beyond
unconstructive mental or emotional
patterns toward more balanced behavior.
Consider this remedy for any situation
of blockage or difficulty with emotional,
mental, spiritual, or physical flow.
Anthurium, Avocado, Bells of Ireland, Bladderwort,
Bottlebrush, Broccoli, Calliandra, Dandelion, The
Eight Garden, Monkey Tail, Queen Anne’s Lace,
Sago Palm, Shrimp Plant, Sunlight Datura, White
Calliandra, Vetch, The Venus Garden

“Bob Cat has responded to (Blackberry,
Flow Free & Golden Armor) beautifully,
as have I. In particular, his central nervous
system is soothed. Both tics and seizures
seem to be things of times gone by.”
- K.K., San Rafael, CA

This remedy supports people and
animals during any situation of grief,
despair, depression, or loss. It offers deep
support when a caretaker, friend, or
animal companion dies, or when there
has been a loss of a home or the
break-up of a family.
Alex Mackenzie Rose, Arrowhead, The Arbor
Garden, Blackberry, Borage, Camaieux Rose,
Coral Pink Rose, Crinum Lily, Cucumber, Eyes of
Mary, Honeysuckle, Hyssop, Indian Pipe, Joe Pye
Weed, Madame Hardy Rose, Maltese Cross, Maple,
Mustard, Old Blush China Rose, Painkiller Plant,
Pale Pink Rose, Pink Tecoma, Pink Water Lily,
Star of Bethlehem, Swamp Candles, Trillium, White
Bleeding Heart, White Hibiscus, Witch Hazel,
Water Lily

“My 13 year old cat snapped out of her
funk after her lifetime housemate passed
away after one exposure to Grief & Loss.
I was amazed. She had been lethargic and
unresponsive and now she is back to her
lovable impish self.” - B.H., Trenton, FL
“Thank you so much for rushing the
remedies to us for our grieving horse. I
rubbed the essences all over him and he
trotted off and rolled around (like a puppy)
and seemed immediately friskier. Plus my
daughters like to take them too. Our sweet
horse “J’ is now an angel and Slim has been
able to recover from his loss of a barnmate.”
- K.N., Whitefish, MT

Aloe Ciliaris, Aloe Graminicola, Aloe Vera,
Banana, Bells of Ireland, Blackberry, Black Ebony,
Cedar, Christmas Bush, Coral Aloe, Cotton,
Dandelion, Feverfew, French Marigold, Goldenrod,
Jewelweed, Lemon, Maple, Monkey Tail, Orange
Aloe, Pale Orange Aloe, Peach, Pennyroyal, Pink
Baby’s Breath, Queen Anne’s Lace, Sago Palm,
Screw Pine, St. John’s Wort, Thistle, Titan

“Special thanks for the Healthy Coat
which healed our friend Bamba...a
chocolate lab who has suffered from
chronic inflammation and rawness of his
feet. His coat lacked luster and overall he
was quite dull. After two years and use of
most every traditional remedy, Healthy
Coat healed him within weeks. He is
glowing!” - S., Holt, MI

IMMUNE SUPPORT

NEEDINESS

This remedy offers dynamic support for
the health and vitality of the immune
system.

Animals need to know their place in the
pack. This remedy supports animals
to find the right relationship with their
human caretakers and within the pack
of animals and people they live with. It
is helpful for animals who are confused
or anxious about their relationships with
people or who waver between self confidence and no confidence, exhibiting such
symptoms as resentment, alpha behavior,
or clinginess in their search for their place
in the world.

Andalisa, Baby Blue Eyes, Burdock, Dandelion,
Echinacea, The Eight Garden, Epimedium, French
Marigold, Henry Hudson Rose, Honeybees in the
White Hawthorn, La Belle Sultane Rose, Larkspur,
Lime, Precious Blood, Radish, Raspberry, Rhubarb,
Rue, Self Heal, St. John’s Wort, Titan, White
Baneberry

JEALOUSY
This remedy promotes harmony and
balance in any community of animals. It
can be used to ease sibling rivalry or any
situation of jealousy in a pack or family
of animals.
The Arbor Garden, Bougainvillea, Carouby de
Maussane Pea, Corn, Crab Apple, Envy Green
Zinnia, Indian Pipe, Mary Queen of Scots Rose,
Orange, Pennyroyal, Plum, Violet Transmuting
Flame Violet, Re-union, Sweet Pea, Tree Peony,
The Watchman

“I received my essences yesterday and…
started my dog on them last night. He
has been very ill for more than a year
now…he has an autoimmune disease…
this morning he was different- he got up
and moved a lot easier- went out and
came back in- I usually carry him out- it
seems like a lot of his pain has been eased.
For the first time in a long time, I have
hope for him.” - L.C., Hillsboro, IN
“I’m so happy to have found you and am
very interested in the Flower Essences.
My boxer has already gratefully lapped up
her water with the Immune Support.”
- M.P., Orange Park, FL

“We have been using Jealousy, Outburst,
and New Beginnings. Two of our cats
were fighting quite a bit. Now everything
is much calmer. The other day the two of
them were eating right next to each other.
I haven’t heard any hissing in weeks. It sure
has made a huge difference.”
- T.N., Orlando FL
“I do share these essences with many
animals; tigers, lions, cougars, bears,
wolves, primates, horses, and of course,
many dogs and cats and even skunks and
pigs. Rarely does a (radio) show go by that
I don’t mention you and Green Hope’s
wonderful work” - F.S., Melrose, FL

Angelica, Cabbage, Delphinium, Dogberry, Maple,
Meadowsweet, Meadow Rue, Queen Anne’s Lace,
Partridgeberry, Spiderwort, Swamp Candles,
Sweet William, Teasel, Thistle, The Watchman,
Wintergreen

“I received the Neediness Essence to help
my dog regain his independence. The
results are wonderful. He scampers off
during our walks in search of adventure
(translate trouble) a trait I have truly missed
in recent months.” - L.C., Brooklyn, NY

NEW BEGINNINGS
When a new person or animals joins the
pack or when there is any change in the
household, this remedy helps everyone to
adjust to new roles, new circumstances,
and new pack dynamics. It helps every
member of the pack or family to live from
a centered place of harmonious calm.
The Arbor Garden, Babies of Light, The Butterfly
Garden, Day Lily, Envy Green Zinnia, Gall of
the Earth, Lavender, Morning Glory, Mutabilis
Rose, Pale Pink Rose, Purple Sensation Allium,
Red Mangrove, Red Rugosa Rose, Rose a Parfum
de l’Hay, Star of Bethlehem, Summer Snowflake,
Snowdrop, Tree Peony, The Watchman, Will Baffin
Rose, Witch Hazel

“Abigail is happily settled in her new
home- jumping on laps and purring
constantly. Content Kitty sends you
love and thank you.”
- B.G., Somerville, MA
“The package arrived on Friday and it was
the first night Maia slept through the night.
The New Beginnings is just a miracle. She
is still feeling a bit skittish but has made a
huge improvement.”
- T.T., Siler City, NC

OUTBURST

RECOVERY

RUN & PLAY

This remedy offers excellent support for
recovery from any illness, injury,
accident, trauma, or surgery. It is a deeply
restorative, strengthening, and revitalizing
remedy offering a blueprint for a return to
dynamic good health.

This remedy offers support for the health
and well-being of the bones, joints, and
muscles. It is useful for recovery after
all orthopedic injuries including bone
breaks. It also offers helpful information
for conditions, including arthritis, that
interfere with joyful, flexible, and carefree
movement.

Bermuda Olivewood, Burdock, Capeweed, Christmas
Bush, Comfrey, Dandelion, Devil’s Bit Scabiosa,
Gooseberry, Henry Hudson Rose, La Belle Sultane
Rose, Larkspur, Lauriana Rose, Lavender, Lemon,
Maple, Pumpkin, Rosa Mundi, Self Heal, Spruce,
Trout Lily, Vitex, Wild Ginger, Zucchini

This remedy addresses issues of aggression,
outbursts of violent or inappropriate
behaviors that are unexpected, out of
character, or unacceptable. It also helps
with explosive body reactions including skin
eruptions or any unproductive release of
pent-up emotions through destructive
physical activity. Animals act as sponges,
absorbing energy wherever they go. It is
easy for them to collect too much negativity
and become electrically overcharged. If
they cannot find a way to discharge this
negativity constructively, they will do so
destructively. They often need support to
release this electrical overcharge. Outburst
helps them discharge electrical overcharges
in a benign way.
Bloodroot, Black Currant, Bunchberry, Comfrey,
Crab Apple, Dandelion, Dogberry, Eggplant,
Epimedium, Hardhack, Indian Pipe, Lavender, Lilac,
Maltese Cross, Mary Queen of Scots Rose, Orange,
Orange Hawkweed, Pennyroyal, Red Clover, Red
Rugosa Rose, Royal Ponciana, St. John’s Wort, Screw
Pine, Snapdragon, Spiderwort, Trillium, White
Yarrow, Wild Columbine

“Our client Casper, the cockatoo, is feeling
much less nippy since he started taking
Outburst essence. This is a big relief to his
family and friends whom he was biting!”
- P.L., Richmond, VA

Angelica, Black Cohosh, Boneset, Coltsfoot, Comfrey,
The Fairy Rose, French Marigold, Goldenrod,
Honeybees in the White Hawthorn, Hops, Kangaroo
Paw, Maple, Osteospermum, Self Heal, Shrimp
Plant, Snapdragon, Trout Lily, Vetch, Vitex,
Watch Your Back, White Snakeroot, Willow

“I gave my aging Teddy, who has been so
down in his back legs he could hardly move
for quite a while, all three remedies and he
immediately got much better. After that he
self selected just the “Run & Play”
foregoing “Senior Citizen” and “Recovery”.
Apparently he knows what he is doing
because he‘s running around like a pup
again. He tears off ahead of me on runs
(when before he hardly left his bed), romps
and spars on his hind legs with other dogs
and is just generally full of himself. He
actually jumps up and begs to go out and
play and practically runs me over when he
hears, “Want to go for a walk?” What a joy
to see!” - E.W., Lovingston, VA
“I gave this Recovery to my sick kitty the
day it arrived and he started to improve
immediately! He started eating more than
he has eaten in weeks!”
- G.F., Kirkland, WA
“Lily has recovered completely! Thank
God. Thanks to you all. She drinks deeply
of Essence water in big glasses at each of
her stations throughout the house. I wish
every sick animal, person and plant could
have this marvelous support.”
- K.M., North Chatham, MA

SENIOR CITIZEN
This remedy helps older animals to
maintain their emotional equilibrium and
good cheer during any declines in
function associated with the aging
process. It helps to reverse the declines to
whatever degree is possible in areas such
as flexibility, eyesight, hearing, energy
levels, mobility, and general flow of
systems.
Allamanda, Angelica, Bignonia, Blackberry,
Boneset, Borage, Bottle Gentian, Capeweed, Coltsfoot,
Comfrey, Coralita, Daffodil, Dandelion, Eyebright,
The Fairy Rose, Goldenrod, Honeybees in the White
Hawthorn, Lilac, Mallow, Maple, Medlar, Mustard,
Osteospermum, Pearly Everlasting, Rhubarb, Shrimp
Plant, Snapdragon, Wild Aster, Zinnia

“My dogs are doing much better. The
Senior Citizen helped Sydney so much she
jumped the fence one day. Ming, the dog
with the heart problems, is less snappy
and more playful. The second night I
gave him his flower essences (Flow Free,
Breathe, Senior Citizen, and Flee Free) I
didn’t hear him all night. I thought maybe
he was moving on to his next place, but
I woke up and he was right there next to
my door. Normally he’ll wake up coughing
and while he is asleep he’ll breathe hard.
His sleep is restful now.”
- C.Y., Martinsburg, WV

SHOWCATS
First developed for show animals, this
remedy encourages balanced selfexpression for animals in and out of the
show ring. Offering helpful information
about balancing temperament and finding
emotional equilibrium, it supports shy
and retiring animals to blossom and very
assertive animals to find the necessary
poise and restraint to shine in or out of
the limelight.

TRANSITION

Baby Blue Eyes, Bermudiana, Borage, Celandine,
Cosmos, Cotton, Croton, Feverfew, Goldenrod,
Maple, Morning Glory, Scarlet Runner Bean, St.
John’s Wort, Sunflower, Trillium, True Wood Sorrel,
Wintergreen, Zinnia

SEPARATION
This remedy addresses all issues of
separation anxiety. It offers support for
all animals navigating time alone or in the
care of people other than their pack leaders. This is an excellent remedy to leave in
an animal’s water bowl or with a pet sitter
when you are away from home.
Borage, Bunchberry, Chamomile, Dogberry, Feverfew,
Goldenrod, Honeysuckle, Joe Pye Weed, Maltese
Cross, Meadow Rue, Omey Island, Pale Pink Rose,
Pink Tecoma, Spruce, Trillium, White Bleeding
Heart

“I have to thank you for another of your
amazing Flower Essences for my four legged
friend, Rain. I went away this weekend (a
rare event for this hobbit) but before I went,
I put Separation on my friend’s ears and in
her water bowl. When I came home instead
of the usual standoffishness she seemed
so happy to see me. I know her welcoming
reception was due to Flower Essences. .
. Next time I go away, I am going to take
Separation also. I was very homesick.”
- S.K., Brattleboro, VT

“I have noticed a much improved agility
performance with my canine companion Rodney. Rodney performed with
increased speed, accuracy and overall
confidence when I had him on Showcats
in the recent past. My “dog friends” have
also noted a big change in Rodney when
I have used Showcats. They have asked
me “Where did he get all that speed?” I
delight in seeing Rodney perform with
such confidence.”
- G.B., Garfield Heights, OH

SPRAYING
When animals discharge negativity or
express irritation through spraying or litter box issues, this remedy helps them to
resolve their emotional issues and release
any resentment, pent-up anger, territorial aggression, or emotional confusion
without spraying.
Anthurium, Bottlebrush, Cat’s Claw, Crab Apple,
Coralita, Dandelion, Envy Green Zinnia, Feverfew,
Hardhack, Jewelweed, Joe Pye Weed, Orange,
Pennyroyal, Shrimp Plant, Spiderwort, Vetch, The
Watchman, White Nicotiana, Willow

“I was quite thrilled when I received your
package. I sat right down and started to
open it. Tarzan jumped onto my lap, as if he
knew that the package was for him. As I
opened it, he waited. I took out the bottles
and opened the “Spraying” one, telling
Tarzan, “This is for you.” I was surprised
when he let me give him some from the
dropper into his mouth. Then I gave him
the “Flow Free,” he took that one too with
a minimum of licking- I swear, and it was
as if he knew it was for him and he LIKED
IT!” - B.W., West Palm Beach, FL

This remedy supports any animal preparing to die. It helps with issues of physical
stamina during the work of dying. It
supports the spiritual work done during
the last stages of life. One additional thing
to know about Transition is that it can
be used without any concern that it will
bring on or speed up the dying process. It
offers great support and comfort during
an animal’s dying process, but in no way
affects the timetable of events. This
remedy also helps animals to feel safe,
encouraged, and supported through other
kinds of transitions. It is helpful for any
change dynamic.
Alex Mackenzie Rose, Angelica, The Arbor Garden, Cabbage, Corn, Lemon, Lime, Madame Hardy
Rose, Magnolia, Maltese Cross, Maple, Orange,
Pale Pink Rose, Red Mangrove, Self Heal, Sunlight
Datura, Zucchini

“My cat died three weeks ago. My partner
was away and I felt completely alone and
unsure how to help my dear friend pass
peacefully. As soon as the flower essences
came off the UPS truck, Luna Bear got up
for the first time in 24 hours and came out
to greet me. We worked with the essences
and she went outside for the last time, lay
down on the earth and rested peacefully for the first time in days. The flower
essences gave us both the grace to allow
her beautiful transition. I felt so alone until
the essences showed up.” - A.S., Great
Barrington, MA

GOLDEN ARMOR
In working with animals, one other Flower Essence remedy from our Green Hope Farm Collection has
proven indispensible: Golden Armor. The modern world is an energetically challenging place. We are
being pummeled by a tremendous amount of man-made dissonance in the airwaves. This man-made
dissonance is exponentially greater than our electrical systems’ built-in ability to handle this kind of
stimulation. This is particularly true for animals. It is our experience that most animals need Golden
Armor and the road map it offers about how to close their energy system to this excess stimulation.
Animals often indicate a need for this remedy by attacking their skin or paw pads, the places they first
feel dissonance. If the animals in your household are acting jittery, pacing, chewing their paws,
compulsively licking their fur, or in any way indicating an irritation or feeling of electrical
over-stimulation, consider Golden Armor to help them buffer themselves from this energetic assault.
Golden Armor provides the information our electrical systems need to buffer out the dissonance and all
other energies that have no place in our electrical system.
Golden Armor is also an excellent remedy for keeping negativity or lower-vibration energies like viruses
out of our electrical systems. This remedy helps animals and people to rebuff the negativity of any
out-of-balance animal, person, or situation.
Abutilon, Echinops, Elderberry, Eryngium, French Marigold, Golden Yarrow, Goldenrod, Leopard’s Bane, Rattlesnake Master, Sea
Holly, St. John’s Wort, Teasel, Thistle, Titan, White Yarrow, Wild Abutilon
HOW TO GIVE ANIMALS GREEN HOPE FARM FLOWER ESSENCES
Flower Essences can be taken in food or water, rubbed on paw pads, ear tips, or fur, or mixed with
water and spritzed around an animal or in the rooms where the animal lives. All of these methods are
effective because it is the animal’s electrical system that reads and learns from the energetic
information of our Flower Essences and animals’ electrical systems extend out from their bodies.
HOW MUCH?
Because Flower Essences are electrical and not chemical, a small amount of a Flower Essence contains
the same information as a large amount. This means you usually do not need to use more than a couple
drops of a Flower Essence at any time no matter what method of application you use. Three to five drops
in food or water twice a day is ample for most situations. If the situation is acute, more frequent use of the
Flower Essences can help an animal to better copy the healing information offered. If the bottle dropper
has touched you or the animal you are working with, rinse the dropper under cold water for several
seconds before returning it to the bottle; this will keep your Flower Essences pure, holding only the
electrical information of the Flowers.
HOW SOON SHOULD I SEE A CHANGE?
When it comes to working with Green Hope Farm Flower Essences, we could all learn from the animals
in our lives. Animals are completely open to the healing electrical data of our Flower Essences. This
means they will often show improvement in their health and well-being after only a few exposures to
a Flower Essence. Animals show us how to easily and completely let go of old energies that no longer
serve us. When offered the information in our Flower Essences about how to feel better, most animals
adapt and move toward better health immediately.

RESCUE ANIMALS
Most animals will readily choose the positive role model of Flower
Essences over negative energies. However, when an animal’s electrical
wiring has been deeply damaged by negative interactions with humans,
as is the case with most rescue animals, this process of letting Flower
Essences inform and improve an animal’s health may take longer than
the lightning response of a more balanced animal. Nonetheless, there
is no more healing tool for rescue animals than Flower Essences. They
support healing exactly where the damage has been done, in the
animal’s electrical system. Just remember, it may take time and
repeated exposure to the Flower Essences before signs of improvement
are evident and the animal has integrated all of the healing data that the
Flower Essences have to offer.
HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS THAT MAY NEED
FLOWER ESSENCE SUPPORT
Another situation in which Flower Essences may not seem to be helping
is when the animal with symptoms is not the source of the problem.
Instead, the animal is expressing the imbalance that someone else in the
household is feeling. In this circumstance, we recommend that all the
people and animals in the household take the Flower Essences. We find
that when the other animals and people in the household are supported
by Flower Essences, the original animal often improves. When you give
everyone in the household Flower Essences, each person or animal will
copy the helpful information and ignore any data that is not relevant.
Because we are all electrically connected, especially to the people or
animals we live with, improvement in one individual will improve the
health and well-being of all members of the household.
THE SAFE & GENTLE NATURE OF OUR FLOWER ESSENCES
Flower Essences are safe and gentle tools. You can give animals as many
remedies as you feel they need. After all, sometimes we need many road
maps to find our way through a challenge! Don’t worry that you might
give an animal a Flower Essence it does not need―if this happens, the
animal will simply ignore the information offered by the remedy. In truth,
there is usually something an animal can learn from any remedy you
offer. Flower Essences have great depths. If you are prompted to use a
remedy with a name or description that doesn’t quite fit, we encourage
you to trust your intuition.
Lastly, we want to remind you again that while the Animal Wellness
Collection remedies were developed for animals, they are wonderful for
people too! As many people as animals use these remedies in their healing
work. We encourage you to use these remedies for yourself―we do!

ORDERING INFORMATION
Remedies can be purchased directly from Green Hope Farm. Individual 1/2-ounce bottles are $9
each plus shipping. The complete set of 22 remedies is available for $175 plus shipping. All remedies
can also be purchased in our larger 2-ounce size for $30 each plus shipping. Orders include a copy of
our “Guide to Green Hope Farm Flower Essences,” which contains further information about our
extensive collections of Flower Essences for people and animals. For more information or to place
an order, please contact us at:
Green Hope Farm, P.O. Box 125, Meriden, NH 03770
Phone 603.469.3662 • Fax 603.469.3790 • Email green.hope.farm@valley.net
Visit us online at www.greenhopeessences.com

Our work with animals is dedicated to Mehera Irani.
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